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Abstracts

Each abstracted article is awarded 0±5 stars for each of four qualities:

(1) depth of research

(2) value in practice

(3) originality of thinking

(4) readability for non-specialists.

No abstract is included for any article awarded less than seven stars

overall

Lifetime values and valuing customers Ð Who are you kidding?
M. Shaw

CRITICAL. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing

(UK), Vol. 10, No. 2, p. 101 (4pp)

Loyalty, CRM,
retention, lifetime
value

Claims that customer lifetime value analysis does not show us how to

value customers and frequently leads to practices that are divisive, while

CRM cannot guarantee even key customers better or more relevant

services: `the name of the game is `̀ retention'', not `̀ loyalty'''. Illustrates

with everyday examples from the author's own experience in

supermarkets, as well as from ®nancial services marketing. Holds that

much CRM practice is manipulative and discriminatory, and that the real

driver of customer service is the customer's ability easily to change

supplier Ð provided that someone is available with a better offering: `it is

not CRM that is the champion of the customer, but real alternatives'.

This short editorial does a rare thing: it takes the author's own experience

as a customer as a starting point for criticism of marketing techniques.

Since we are all customers, why can we not do this more often Ð and

amend our own practices accordingly?

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ****
Ref: 3401

Mistaken identity
D. Holder

ANALYTICAL. Customer Relationship Management (UK), Vol. 3, No. 10

December 2001, p. 24 (4pp)

CRM, names and
addresses,
identi®cation, CDI

Deplores the (ab)use of CRM to attempt to identify `inferior' customers

and condemn them to a pre-planned bad experience. Reckons

programmers should be employed rather on problems of mistaken

identity. Indicates some of the many possibilities of misidenti®cation of

customers through variant name and address presentation; also some of

the nonsenses that `clever' software can perpetrate, especially when aided

by human error, and particularly in real-time systems. Refers to the

arrival of a new generation of customer data integration (CDI) tools for

use in conjunction with CRM systems: these rely on a knowledge base,
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and a real-time and multiple touch-point capability in order to return to

the user a unique customer link and a unique address link. Explains the

functioning of these assets. Hails the arrival of these tools as an exciting

development that could lead to the replacement of physical databases by a

virtual marketing database.

To be read, for pleasure and pro®t, by everyone involved in name and

address handling Ð especially CRM freaks. The developments

adumbrated in the second half of this article are indeed exciting Ð

although unlikely themselves to be problem-free.

Research: * Practice: ****Originality: ** Readability: *****
Ref: 3402

Closing the CRM loop: The 21st century marketer's challenge:
Transforming customer insight into customer value.
A. Hirschowitz

THEORETICAL. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 2, p. 168 (11pp)

Customer insight,
CRM, scoring, real
time, response
measurement,
lifetime value

Regards customer insight (an understanding of customer pro®les and

behaviour) as a key component of CRM. De®nes the concept of closing

the loop as a process of deploying customer insight into the operational

CRM environment; gathering data in that environment, and analysing

these data to provide greater customer insight. Discusses possible

applications: campaign management; content personalisation; customer

interaction management. Claims that the future lies in real-time

marketing: capturing data, analysing in real time and deploying `on the

¯y'. Lists problems that can occur when the loop is not closed Ð

including con¯ict over the ownership of customers or channels. Discusses

the business architecture and technical architecture required to support a

closed-loop CRM. Gives three key elements for any customer insight

project: selecting targets, tracking responses and measuring performance.

Discusses, with some misgivings, the use of automated campaign

management tools to select targets. Advocates the use of control groups.

Considers use of of¯ine scoring techniques versus just-in-time scoring.

Insists that response measurement must include indirect response (eg

change of behaviour), and that performance measurement must include

lifetime value assessment.

Experienced direct marketers will not ®nd a lot that is new here.

Newcomers (eg those recently arrived via digital media marketing) will

®nd the underlying concepts not too clearly explained Ð but worth some

effort. (The diagrams are pretty, but unhelpful.)

Research: ÐÐ Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3403
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CRM myths and realities
R. Gould

ANALYTICAL. International Journal of Customer Relationship

Management (UK), Vol. 4, No. 2 September/October 2001, p. 115 (6pp)

CRM, customers Claims that CRM is in danger of centring round software applications and

cost reduction. Examines a number of CRM `myths': that customers can

be `managed'; that software will solve all problems; that CRM will

always pay for itself; that all customers love new technologies; that `our'

company speaks to its customers with one consistent voice. Insists that

CRM must start from customer requirements. Provides a check-list of

questions: do you know who your best customers are?; do you know their

needs and expectations?; is your customer strategy intelligibly

communicated internally?; do you have a company CRM blueprint in

terms of people, process and technology?

A slight piece, in line with the newly fashionable critique of current CRM

practice, without going so far as to junk the whole idea.

Research: ÐÐ Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3404

Customer relationship management in practice Ð A qualitative study
J. Abbott, M. Stone and F. Buttle

SURVEY AND CASE STUDIES. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9,

No. 1, p. 24 (11pp)

CRM, database (This is the second part of a study whose ®rst part appeared in the

previous edition of the Journal of Database Marketing, and was

abstracted in our last issue.) Gives a discursive account of the state of

database/data management and its use in CRM among the 40 companies

surveyed. Shows how many of these companies used a variety of

technology-based marketing tools. Concludes that CRM is practised

better by newer companies in niche markets, and that larger mainstream

players ®nd the necessary adaptation harder. Gives three short case

studies of successful use of CRM: one new start-up run by teenagers

carrying out Web design; one charity; one luxury goods manufacturer.

A slight piece with nothing unexpected to say Ð although the case study

involving ®ve schoolboys with a turnover in excess of £1m is a bit of an

eye-opener.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3405

The strategic value of direct marketing: What are we good at? Part I
A. Tapp

CRITICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 1, p. 9 (7pp)

CRM, loyalty,
relationship
marketing, one-to-
one, transactional
marketing

Decries the disease of `jargonitis' in marketing, and the constant dressing

up in new clothes of ancient clicheÂs about `understanding customers

better' or `treating them as individuals'. Claims this constant reinvention
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of the wheel has paralysed genuine theoretical development Ð for

example in exploring the place of marketing in facilitating such key

internal processes as customer service, or the impact of the Internet.

Looks critically in turn at a number of theoretical approaches identi®ed

with direct marketing: customer management, customer loyalty,

relationship marketing, one-to-one marketing. Concludes that the ®rst is a

reality only in customer-initiated contacts and not in proactive ones; that

the second is more about `lock-in' inertia than emotional loyalty; that the

third has application in b-to-b markets and in a few rare cases of

personalised tailored service only; that the fourth is an elegant theory but

too dif®cult in practice even if customers wanted it Ð which mostly they

do not. Concludes with a look at transactional marketing Ð the root and

strength of direct marketing Ð and the role of the database in segmenting

and pro®ling. Promises that Parts II and III will deal with the use by

marketing of `knowledge management' and its relationship to the

Internet.

A breath of fresh air in a smoke-®lled room; a powerful, common-sense

demolition job on some overblown idiocies. Cannot wait for Parts II and

III.

Research: * Practice: ****Originality: *** Readability: *****
Ref: 3406

`I wouldn't start from here': Finding a way in CRM projects
N. Woodcock and M. Starkey

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 1,

p. 61 (14pp)

CRM Claims that the majority of CRM projects fail; quotes a number of

authorities in support of this contention, together with some of the

reasons given for failure. Rehearses a number of changes taking place

over the last 20 years affecting customer management. Refers to one

author's ®rm's customer management assessment tool, which suggests

that ®rms' performance averages only 34 per cent, with a range of 19±56

per cent. Holds that the tendency for projects to fail is growing with

increasing speed of change. Makes recommendations to increase chances

of success: adopt a phased approach; recognise unemotionally one's

starting position; cherry-pick key actions for quick wins; measure and

build on Phase 1 (which should take no longer than six months). Holds

that the `big bang' approach only works for green-®eld businesses, and

only in direct-only businesses. Recommends developing enterprise-wide

project plans, and a process of prioritisation.

The general thrust of the argument for a methodical modular approach is

sound; the particularities represent a speci®c consultancy approach.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: **
Ref: 3407
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Winning the battle for customers
A. Fisher

SURVEY. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 6, No. 1,

p. 77 (7pp)

Customer
acquisition,
retention,
satisfaction, loyalty

Looks at problems of customer acquisition and retention in the UK

banking sector. Notes that indices of customer satisfaction are not a good

measure of likely defection, but that concepts of loyalty must also be

taken into account. Refers to a study by Millward Brown which included

data on banking, and which placed UK banks into one of three groups Ð

traditional high-street banks; new banks/building societies; direct-channel

banks. Follows the study in dividing bank customers into ®ve categories:

brand champions; contenteds; passives; seducibles; aggrieveds. Shows

chart indicating proportion of customers from each banking group who

fall into each category. Notes that direct-channel banks do particularly

well in top two categories, and high-street banks do much the worst.

Discusses age pro®les. Looks at the strengths of each group of banks in

terms of acquisition and retention.

Interesting to have some numbers put to a fairly well-known phenomenon.

Research: *** Practice: * Originality: * Readability: **
Ref: 3408

Measuring the impact of customer satisfaction on pro®tability: A
sectoral analysis
M. C. H. Yeung and C. H. Ennew

THEORETICAL. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 2, p. 106 (11pp)

Customer
satisfaction, loyalty,
performance

Looks at various measures (both internally and externally generated) of

®nancial performance for some 200 companies (representing 40 per cent

of US GDP) across seven sectors, and considers whether these measures

can be seen to correlate with customer satisfaction, as measured by the

American Customer Satisfaction Index. Internal measures of performance

were sales, operating income, net income/loss and retained earnings;

external were market return and share price. Produces tables of results,

both in aggregate and by sector and for each of the above six performance

criteria; claims that these indicate a signi®cant effect of satisfaction on

performance Ð less so in the technology and communications sectors,

more so in the ®nancial sector, with mixed results elsewhere. Accepts,

however, that these linkages are complex; that satisfaction alone cannot

deliver superior performance, and that the in¯uence of the loyalty effect is

signi®cant. Holds that although the results presented are not de®nitive,

they do provide preliminary evidence of the potential value of customer

satisfaction as a business objective.

That there should be a correlation between customer satisfaction and

company performance seems obvious; whether the relationship is one of

simple cause and effect is altogether another matter, on which this paper

sheds little light.
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Research: *** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: **
Ref: 3409

Customer participation in creating brand site loyalty
J. Holland and S. M. Baker

THEORETICAL. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 15, No. 4,

p. 34 (12pp)

Brands, loyalty,
Internet, stickiness,
participation

Suggests that the Internet represents a completely new business model in

which customers can become active participants in the marketing process.

Aims to examine methods of encouraging such participation, and the

consequences of such efforts. Looks at traditional views of brand loyalty,

contrasting the attitudinal and behavioural approaches; considers whether

current measures of brand loyalty are applicable online. Notes different

types of website: portals, advertising- or sponsor-based, fee- or

subscription-based, and storefronts/transaction-based. Discusses the

concept of stickiness, and how to measure it (visit duration, depth of visit,

repeat visits), differentiating between task-oriented and experiential

visitors. Looks at possible ways of increasing brand site loyalty/

stickiness: personalisation, online communities, user feedback, games and

extensive hypertext cross-references within the site. Concentrates on the

®rst two. Indicates the limits of personalisation, but gives two positive

examples, as also with community building. Proposes a conceptual model

for creating brand site loyalty. Looks at empirical evidence in support of

this model, at potential barriers to customer participation, and at needs for

further research.

The `conceptual model' is merely an excuse for a space-wasting diagram.

However, the text is a gentle, occasionally illuminating, preliminary

amble through subject matter that deserves some hard-nosed quanti®ed

research.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3410

The emperor's new clothes: A backlash against branding?
A. Mitchell

JOURNALISTIC. Market Leader (UK), Winter 2001, p. 28 (5pp)

Branding,
consumers,
regulators

Notes the paradox that branding is now a universal business obsession,

yet is under attack as never before Ð from consumer scepticism and

indifference, company over-claiming, over-zealous regulators and `the

balaclava brigade'. Quotes research showing consumer disillusion.

Claims that employees suffer from `brand overload'. This, plus the anti-

globalisation challenge, has induced a sense of panic. Holds that claims

for brands as `key source of meaning in our lives' invite backlash and

ridicule. Quotes Winston Fletcher on the view that the attempt to build

brand values into balance sheets and stock market valuations has handed

ammunition to the enemy. Elaborates on the con¯ict between an

organisation's words and its actions. Holds that the key to differentiation
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now lies necessarily in things computers cannot do Ð in the intangible

assets of knowledge, culture and brands. But if (as with BT) these three

are not in synch (or are at war) the brand will suffer. Claims the only

worthwhile strategy is to create win-win relationships with all

stakeholders.

The clarity of the writing tempts one to read this article at speed Ð and

thus to lose some of its impact. Read slowly, or better still, twice.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ****
Ref: 3411

Branding on the Web: A real revolution?
N. Ind and M. C. Riondino

SURVEY. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 9, No. 1, p. 8 (12pp)

Brand management,
websites, customer
service, Italy/UK

Based on a series (unquanti®ed) of one-to-one qualitative interviews in

the UK and Italy with traditional companies, dot.coms and brand

consultancies. Notes that there are differences between the two countries

(with Italy slower to adopt the Web) and between dot.coms and traditional

businesses in terms of emphasis. Notes the increase in consumer power

bestowed by the Web; considers how far companies can/should control

customer dialogue. Concludes that uncensored dialogue is a spur to better

customer service; enables the corporation to learn and adapt quickly; puts

employees more directly in touch with customers. Notes that dot.coms

tend to lack understanding of branding: refers in this context to the

problems of Yahoo! Suggests that many companies, especially in Italy,

have websites on a me-too basis, without considering the purpose to be

served. Looks at the danger of trying to create a totally new identity on

the Web unrelated to the brand values of the of¯ine organisation Ð and at

the opposite danger of putting corporate brochures online without any

speci®c Web strategy. Notes that companies have the technology to

collect customer information Ð but largely fail to use it. Emphasises the

value of intranets in involving employees with the brand. Provides a

model of brand management relevant to the Internet age.

It is ®ne to know that some nations' websites are even more primitive than

the UK's Ð but do not get complacent. Some indication of the number of

interviews conducted would have been a reasonable expectation.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: **
Ref: 3412

The digerati: Generation Y ®nds its voice. Why cannot brands do the
same?
M. Stone, H. Stanton, J. Kirkham and W. Pyne

ARGUMENTATIVE. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 2, p. 158 (10pp)

Digital, youth,
brands, segmentation

Claims that the digital world should be the main environment in which a

brand communicates with its young market; that brands undervalue the
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digital world, their attempts to use it being patronising and poorly

executed. Exposes the size and buying power of the youth market.

Condemns the habit of segmenting this market by age, and recommends a

list of alternative discriminators, quoting Datamonitor. Elaborates on the

part played by young people in in¯uencing adult purchases. Emphasises

the need in approaching the youth market to engender trust and emotional

response. Instances one or two US ®rms that are now making appropriate

efforts. Gives a list of digital media which brands should consider;

indicates the growing use of such channels by young people. Makes

recommendations: get viral; discover preferences; avoid moral

judgments; entertain; empower; treat young people as adults. Claims that

TV ads are a turn-off for the young, but that conventional media should be

used to push the target audience towards the digital presence. Concludes

with a list of dos and don'ts.

The authors are correct in noting that much digital advertising is rubbish

(although this is not con®ned to the youth market). The explicit lack of

any ethical considerations might be considered worrisome.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3413

Torment your customers (they'll love it)
S. Brown

SERIOUS WHIMSY. Harvard Business Review (US), October 2001, p. 82

(6pp)

Marketing, customer
centricity, retro-
marketing

Excoriates the concept of customer centricity; maintains customers do not

know what they want Ð but do not want unctuous kow-towing marketers

promising to love them till death do them part. Claims it is time for some

old-fashioned scapegrace retro-marketing, characterised by ®ve criteria

Ð exclusivity, secrecy, ampli®cation, entertainment, tricksterism (try

forming a retro-acronym). Illustrates exclusivity by the example of Ty

Warner's Beanie Babies ($5 retail, $3,000+ at auction); secrecy by the

publisher's launch of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire; ampli®cation

by Dean Kamen's Ginger (who he?), enhanced by outrage as perpetrated

by Benetton, Calvin Klein, the CitroeÈn Picasso; entertainment by the

Web-based promotion of Spielberg's AI; tricksterism by Tango's crafty

promotion methods for a new non-carbonated drink. Concludes by

insisting that consumers want to dislike marketers, and need someone to

hate in these politically correct times: roll on provocative retro-marketing.

Sounds like it is good for a laugh? Yes, well, the apparently outrageous

thesis is buttressed by enough serious argumentation to give pause for

thought.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: *** Readability: *****
Ref: 3414
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Your next IT strategy
J. Hagel III and J. S. Brown

PREDICTION. Harvard Business Review (US), October 2001, p. 105 (9pp)

Internet, Web
services

Notes the growth, under a variety of names, of a new range of hardware

and software services, based on the Internet. Predicts a stream of new

Internet services offering signi®cant savings plus new opportunities for

inter-company collaborations. Describes the Web services architecture on

which these systems will be based: a base layer of software standards

(XML, WSDL, UDDI) and communication protocols (SOAP, HTTP, TCP/

IP); a service grid of utilities for managing the system; and a layer of

application services. Predicts that users will be able to rent hardware

capacity and software to suit particular needs from a wide range of

suppliers Ð and will be able to become suppliers themselves, by writing

application programs for general use. Advocates moving gradually into

this new environment. Gives examples of companies that have taken steps

to provide (eg Citibank) or use (eg Dell) such Internet services, and

instances the sort of savings thus available.

Some of this stuff about common standards, universal languages and

transportable programs is ominously familiar from as far back as the

1950s, so do not hold your breath. But do not bet against it either: you

might just lose your shirt this time round.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3415

Boo.com Ð The path to failure
G. J. Stockport, G. Kunnath and R. Sedick

CASE STUDY. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 15, No. 4, p. 56

(15pp)

Boo.com, Internet,
venture capital

A blow-by-blow account of the genesis, rise and fall of one of the earliest

and most spectacular e-commerce failures. It indicates the company's

aims: to carry 20+ premium sports, outdoor and performance brands; to

serve six countries and 18 markets from London, New York, Stockholm

and Munich with free ®ve-day delivery; to offer a unique virtual shopping

experience, with an electronic dressing room, a virtual personal shopping

assistant and a 24x7 customer service centre. Recalls the raising of

venture capital (particularly from J. P. Morgan); the problems with

technology infrastructure; the delays in launch; the obsession with image

leading to reckless spending; the ®nal launch followed by loss of investor

con®dence, liquidation and break-up.

If you are heavily into schaÈdenfreude, this should give you a lift. The

article does not attempt to analyse what went wrong: the answer is all too

obvious from the mere narrative.

Research: *** Practice: ** Originality: ÐÐ Readability: ****
Ref: 3416
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Impatience can hamper results
M. Harad

JOURNALISTIC. Direct Marketing (US), October 2001, p. 34 (3pp)

Internet, advertising Notes a dramatic shift in power from sellers to buyers in the online

advertising market, with a predicted 2001 decline of 25 per cent to $6bn

sales. Suggests that buyers are demanding (and getting) much more

favourable terms (eg in cancellation rights) and that some are shooting

themselves in the foot by evaluating campaign results far too quickly and

cancelling at an unrealistically early point Ð within days or even hours of

launch. Notes that the Interactive Advertising Bureau and the American

Association of Advertising Agencies have issued a set of recommended

terms and conditions for online advertising contracts. Looks at a

particular instance of the use of online advertising in a long-term

marketing campaign.

An interesting glimpse of a somewhat chaotic market where an excess of

market power, originally with sellers, has now swung to buyers.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3417

Using authentication to help prevent online fraud
J. L. Davis

JOURNALISTIC. Direct Marketing (US), October 2001, p. 56 (3pp)

Internet, fraud,
authentication,
privacy

Predicts that, while e-commerce will amount to $5trn by 2005, by 2002

online fraud will reach $20bn. Emphasises the value of authentication

processes to verify online customers' identity as a means of securing

against fraud. Discusses the con¯ict between the need for consumer data

for authentication purposes and the privacy concerns of consumers. Notes

that the level of authentication required will vary according to the nature

of the product/service being supplied. Gives advice on educating

customers on the issues, and on how to assess and deal with company

needs.

A slight piece, providing an introduction to an increasingly troublesome

problem.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3418

Antecedents and consequences of consumer privacy concerns: An
empirical investigation
J. E. Phelps, G. D'Souza and G. J. Nowak

THEORETICAL. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 15, No. 4, p. 3

(16pp)

Privacy, direct
marketing,
catalogues

Sets out to examine the interrelationships among the antecedents and the

consequences of consumers' privacy concerns, including whether and

how such concerns relate to purchase decisions. Describes the research

methodology used in a mail survey of 500 catalogue shoppers plus 500
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householders, the resultant analysis and the construction and ®ndings of a

model. Finds that major antecedents of privacy concern are attitudes to

direct marketing and desire for control over information provided; that

strength of privacy concern is negatively related to purchase behaviour;

and that customers with more catalogue shopping experience are much

more concerned with the type of information sought than with issues of

control. Concludes that privacy concerns can be reduced by altering

attitudes to direct marketing in general, or in relation to a speci®c

company. Notes limitations in this study Ð for example the exclusion of

other factors in purchase decisions such as price. Highlights need for

further research Ð particularly into privacy concerns in an online

environment Ð including a study of consumer trade-offs between such

factors as price, returns policy, privacy, etc.

The questions asked are important. The actual methodology is somewhat

unconvincing (except insofar as it produces intuitively acceptable

®ndings). The direction of future required research (should this be deemed

feasible) is well indicated.

Research: *** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: **
Ref: 3419

Getting ready for real-time marketing: Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4
J. Morris-Lee

JOURNALISTIC. Direct Marketing (US), May, p. 56 (4pp), June, p. 44

(3pp), July, p. 26 (5pp), and September, p. 42 (5pp), 2001

Marketing, digital
print, personalisation

Contends that `information brokering' is now the essential role of

marketing. Deplores the division into online and of¯ine marketing.

Describes the Web as a volitional medium, but claims it can feed the

creation of personalised non-volitional communications. Instance the use

of personalised, digital, one-to-one printing. Gives table of pros and cons

of paper versus electronic media in information exchange. Introduces the

concept of the teleweb in which the Internet is the hub of a

communications wheel driving all available media. Instances the system

used by the Whirlpool Corporation. Uses Lands End as an example of a

company learning from its own mistakes in trying to replace print with

electronics instead of making both work together. Relates a recent battery

of tests (`Direct mail responses based on color, personalisation, database

and other factors') undertaken for VDP (Variable Data Printing). Lists

some front-end tools for use with digital printing. Looks at a survey of

why businesses use the Web. Indicates the thought processes required of

anyone setting up a website.

These articles are excerpts from the author's book Real Time Marketing.

They and the book, which is published by the Digital Printing Council,

are heavily into digital print, but have some interesting things to say on a

variety of topics.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3420
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The creeping threat to consumer freedom of choice
M. Earnshaw

JOURNALISTIC. Admap (UK), December 2001, p. 35 (3pp)

Advertising,
communications,
self-regulation

Notes the rise in attacks on advertising (`From Vance Packard's The

Hidden Persuaders to . . . Naomi Klein's No Logo'). Holds that

advertising is generally approved of by the public, but increasingly put

under restrictions by legislators. Claims that competition is the best

consumer safeguard. Gives instance of the law of unintended

consequences. Refers to the UK government's White Paper on

communications, and the proposal for an Of®ce of Communications

(OFCOM) intended to subsume ®ve existing regulators, but fears that this

may in practice result in an increase in bureaucratic interference in free

markets. Makes nine points for the attention of the advertising industry,

including a strong plea to support and nurture self-regulation. Maintains

that brands built and supported by advertising are fundamentally in the

interests of consumers.

Extract from a speech at the UK Marketing Forum in September 2001 by

the director-general of the Incorporated Society of British Advertisers.

Not, perhaps, a wholly balanced article, but one with which his readers

are unlikely to disagree.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3421

When are customers in the market? Applying survival analysis to
marketing challenges
T. Drye, G. Wetherill and A. Pinnock

THEORETICAL WITH EXAMPLES. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and

Analysis for Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 2, p. 179 (10pp)

Survival analysis,
renewals, response

De®nes survival analysis as a technique for looking at the time between

events Ð eg between a medical intervention and death. In marketing

terms this technique can be used to measure such things as renewal

probability Ð eg in insurance customers. Claims that correctly

identifying differential survival rates of various market segments can lead

to better use of marketing resources. Uses two case studies, the ®rst from

the renewal records of an insurance company over a 14-year period,

involving over 300,000 customers, and the second a b-to-b company

selling business development and training products. In the ®rst case uses

survival analysis to indicate the risk of non-renewal by a customer at each

annual date; in the second case indicates the probabilities of not making a

further purchase after each purchase made, and the conditional

probability of response after a given period of time following ®rst

mailing.

A reasonable, if somewhat complicated, exposeÂ of a technique long

familiar to operators of book clubs, magazine subscriptions, etc. Its

extension to such ®elds as catalogue sales, or charitable donations, is

much more problematic.
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Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: **
Ref: 3422

Choices and preferences: Testing the effect of nationality
G. Moss and G. Vinten

EXPERIMENTAL. Journal of Consumer Behaviour (UK), Vol. 1, No. 2,

p. 198 (10pp)

France/UK,
globalisation, life
assurance

Looks at the presentation of life assurance sales material across similar

market segments in France and the UK. Notes signi®cant differences in

quality of language used, information content and design. Relates these

differences to Hofstede's 1980 study of management styles in more than

60 countries, as extrapolated by Samli in 1995 in relation to marketing.

Recalls that this study found marked British/French differences in

individualism/collectivism, acceptance of unequal division of power

within an organisation, need for uncertainty avoidance and masculinity/

femininity. Concludes that the study of life assurance literature tends to

validate Hofstede's ®ndings so far as these countries are concerned. In

particular, notes that the French examples are more formal in language,

more hyperbolic and make more reference to authority ®gures. Looks at

the implications of these ®ndings (which relate to two closely

neighbouring countries with much common culture) for the debate on

globalisation/localisation of life assurance products in particular.

Nothing very surprising here, to European eyes at least. Life assurance

meets a global need, but its marketers must pay attention to national

cultural differences. Or even perhaps to individual differences?

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3423

Do marketing students need to speak XML?
T. A. Festervand and S. K. Harmon

DIDACTIC. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 1, p. 16

(8pp)

XML, information
versus data, B2B,
marketing education

Explains the basic nature and function of extensible markup language

(XML) and various of its derivatives, as well as its relationship to, and

fundamental difference from, hypertext markup language (HTML) and

electronic data interchange (EDI). Clari®es the bene®ts of XML in

facilitating the exchange of meaningful validated information via the

Internet, rather than, as heretofore, the mere presentation of undigested

data. Discusses the development of extensible business reporting

language (XBRL) as a derivative of XML. Maintains it is essential for all

areas of business to learn about XML; gives references to several books,

articles and Web addresses. Discusses the implication of these

developments for marketing education: insists that all marketing

educators must ensure that students are equipped with some

understanding of the subject and its application, since this will shortly
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become fundamental to every application involving electronic

information exchange, and integral to most b-to-b transactions.

A very useful starting point for those still struggling to catch up with this

rash of acronyms. The authors, themselves educators in business studies

and marketing respectively, issue a major challenge to their peers.

Research: *** Practice: ****Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3424

Managing wealth: A new approach
M. Stone

DIDACTIC. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 6, No. 1,

p. 84 (14pp)

Financial services,
investment, wealth
management, risks
and returns

Notes the emergence of a new generation of `mid-worth' ®nancial

services customers (de®ned as those with discretionary assets between

£50,000 and £5m). Considers the age pro®le of these persons, with

reference to their retirement prospects; discusses their level of ®nancial

sophistication and the ways in which the ®nancial services industry tries

to meet their needs. Discusses the problems inherent in the present

system, and the relationship of risks and returns in three different types of

investment Ð money markets, ®xed interest and equities. Enunciates two

wealth management principles: budgeting and understanding the nature of

®nancial assets. Looks at worst-case scenarios (based on experience of

the last 50 years) for the above three types of investment. Contrasts the

UK industry's reliance on expensive heavily packaged vehicles (to the

confusion of clients) with the US approach to lightly packaged much

more transparent investments. Blames the UK situation on a mixture of

investor ignorance and government interference. Concludes with

implications for investors and for the industry.

An interesting and original look at the world of investment management;

the implications for the ®nancial services industry are spelled out, but

marketers more widely might do well to take note of the trends.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ****Readability: ***
Ref: 3425

Shelter's donor datamart
M. Duf®ll

CASE STUDY. International Journal of Nonpro®t and Voluntary Sector

Marketing (UK), Vol. 6, No. 4, p. 295 (14pp)

Database, RDBMS,
datamart, data
warehouse, Shelter

Discusses the problems and constraints faced by Shelter in trying to

analyse the data in their database. Discusses three systems options: to

extend the existing operational fundraising database; to replace it; to

supplement it by building a datamart. Gives brief reasons for choosing the

last. Explains the distinctions between RDBMS, datamarts and data

warehouses. Gives critique of relational database principles, which are

said to optimise data storage for operational functions rather than for data
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aggregation and analysis. Suggests rules for datamart de®nition, design

and development. Describes the design process followed by Shelter, and

the communication facility between database and datamart. Indicates the

logical data structure employed. Describes the advantages gained to time

of writing Ð especially the ability to use the datamart as the source for

mailing selections as well as analysis.

Shelter's problems (which seem to derive from having an in¯exible off-

the-shelf RDBMS rather than from having an RDBMS per se) are common

to many enterprises. Their solution is interestingly described; it is not

necessarily the right solution for all who are so af¯icted.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: **
Ref: 3426

The growth of the Internet, digital television and mobile telephony
and the implications for not-for-pro®t marketing
J. Saxton

SURVEY. International Journal of Nonpro®t and Voluntary Sector

Marketing (UK), Vol. 6, No. 4, p. 347 (17pp)

Communication
channels, websites,
charities

Notes the growth in a range of new communications media (PC,

interactive TV and mobile phones). Prints a series of charts, derived from

the Future Foundation and/or nVision, showing historical, current and

forecast penetration of access to/use of interactivity through various

channels, with age, regional and social grade breakdowns. Looks at the

establishment by UK charities of websites (based on the Virtual Promise

survey of 150 large charities), at the metrics used in this connection, and

at the functionality, usage and development priorities. Notes the

popularity within charities of e-mail and sur®ng. Emphasises the need to

market websites. Looks at the (small) proportion of Internet users who

have visited a charity website recently, and at awareness of the

community channel among subscribers to Sky. Concludes that inactivity

is not an option, and that charities must switch on to the new media Ð

and to marketing. Cautions that the approach must be based on

considered strategy Ð not just me-too.

The ®rst half of this article contains a large number of charts of wholly

general application; the second half is addressed to charities, but the

message no doubt applies to many with-pro®t concerns.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3427
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